An Oops and a Thank You

By Anna Von Reitz

I was really saddened to hear that Ron Gibson was involved with the new "Colorado Nine" --- and really happy to find out that he's not!

Apparently, Ron Gibson was being confused with another guy named Ron --- who does live in Oregon. So Ron Gibson contacted me yesterday and said, hey, no, not me. I am making the effort to declare my status. I'm an American.

That's the key. Being an American.

As more and more people wake up to that fact, the tide is turning.

When all this began, the pundits said, "You have to show us that you have "a presence" of at least 35 people in a majority of at least 37 states before we will take you seriously."

We have populated all fifty states and have properly declared State Assemblies in all fifty states in less than a year without any outside help or special funding.

Once Americans are clued in and motivated, things happen.

Astounded, now the international community is trying to move the goalposts.

Instead of a modest showing of hands to prove that actual Americans still exist, they now want us to demonstrate that at least half of the population is "on our side".

Well, there really isn't a side to this. You're either an American or you're not.

And our government is a republican government, not a democracy, so we are not under any obligation to have (or show) any 51% majority (that's the Other Guys who bought into that) but it tickles my fancy anyway.

In its entire history, the British Territorial Government, operating the famous "democracy" that we have all heard about, has never been able to get a popular majority mandate. Ever.

I think that we, the actual government of, for, and by the People of this country, can demonstrate an overwhelming majority. Once everyone wakes up and sees the choices, it will be a no-brainer.

Peace or war? Uh....

Wealth or poverty? Dunno....

Sound money or fiat? Ah....

Health or disease? Well....

Credit or debt? Uh....

Freedom or liberty? Well, ah.....
Self-governance or foreign oppression? Uh, uh....

Can you sort your way through this list and pick the right answers? Are you an American or some sort of "US Citizen"?

There was a time, a century and a half ago, when certain groups of people didn't have a choice--- but you do. All of you. Black and white, rich and poor. You can all come home now. Welcome home, Ron Gibson!

There are many people who are sitting on their rumps, "sheltering in place", vaguely wondering when and if someone is going to come save them and make sense of their lives for them.

They don't yet understand that they have to be their own answer and take their own action. They haven't sorted through their list of choices.

But when they do, even the dumbest stump among us is going to make the right choices. So, come on!

We don't have to come up with a majority mandate, because we are not a democracy and never have been, but I'll give you odds that once people wake up and see their choices, we'll have a majority without breaking a sweat.

Your mission, if you decide to accept it, is to wake up your friends and neighbors and show them what the choices are. Then ask them --- are you an American? And if necessary, nod their heads for them.

Yes, I am an American. I am a Californian. I'm a Minnesotan.... I'm a New Yorker.... I'm a Virginian.... and the list goes on.

Thank you, all of you, who have answered the call to come home. Thank you, all of you, who continue to work as volunteers in this mighty effort. Thank you, all those who have contributed your money and your prayers. We continue to need both. We are on the Final Lap of many projects.

Our Land Recording System is now live and the blockchain is activated. This service means that you will never again have to argue with obstructive clerks or pay exorbitant fees. No more courthouse vigils to make sure that your land patents and other public notices are secure. It means that you have a safe place to record --- not register --- the names and birthdays and lineage of your children. The volunteers who made this possible are Americans. Go figure.

The fastest way to get funds to us is still via PayPal at: avannavon@gmail.com. Donations of other kinds can be sent to: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.

I know that a lot of you are scared and out of work and everything else, but the answer to this entire situation is staring you in the face: your own government. And it needs your support.

-----------------------------

See this article and over 2600 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal buttons on this website.